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Summary 

Accelerating structures for high-beta 
linacs 'h'hic!l lldve been, and arc in use, are 
reviewed in terms of their performance. Par
ticular emphasis is given to room-temperature 
structures, ann the nisk-and-washer structure. 
The disk-and-washer structure has manv attrac
tive features that are discussen for pulsed 
high-gradient linacs, for 100% dutv-cycle 
menium-gradient linacs,and for high-current 
linacs that rCCJui rc maximal amounts of stored 
energy in the electric fields be available to 
the beam. 

Introduction 

The following discussion is limited to rf 
structures for linear accelerators that accel
erate particles with betas near unity. 
Particular emphasis is given to room-temperature 
structures, not because they are superior or 
inferior to superconducting structures,hut 
because a large number of institutions are 
involved in operating, designing and/or huilding 
structures of this type. The reader is 
referred to recent literature l - 5 regarding 
improvements and status of super conducting 
structures. An excellent review of the induc
tion accelerator, not discussed here, can be 
found in Ref. 6. 

Much development and improvement to rf 
accelerating structures has taken place since 
their introduction in the 1930's. Progress has 
been associated with technological advances in 
materials and fabrication methods; e.g., super
conducting structures; and with innovative ideas 
and advances in rf expertise; e.g., the Stanford 
Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) Energy Doubler 
(SLED) program;7 standing-wave structures 
operating in the TI/2 mode,8 and storage 
cavities9 for the Large Electron-Positron 
(LEP) storage ring. The incentives for these 
advancements were i~)roved efficiency of con
verting rf power into useful beam power, 
improve:l reliabili tv, simplified fabrication and 
assembly, improved overall structure perform
ance and above all to save costs and.meet the 
needs of experimentalists. 

Topics covered in this report do not repre
sent the full range of research and development 
in high-beta accelerating structures. The author 
apologizes to those whose work has not been 
referenced. Typical examples of some of the 
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structures being used are given. ~raveling-wave 

(TW) and standing-wave (SW) structures are 
comparen, followed hv a review of the latest 
structures for storage rings. Superconducting 
structures are referren to brieflv. Most of the 
material in this report pertains to the disk
and-washer structure first introducen hv Annreev 
et al. 1 0 

Review of Operating High-Beta Structures 

Pul sed electron 1 i nacs are emploved all 
over the world in medicine, industrv and 
research. A description and comparison of the 
different facilities was made recent Iv hv 
Loew. ll Output energies from 4 to 10 MeV with 
0.1% dutv factor are availahle from linacs pack
aged into machines that are used for radio
therapv treatment of cancer. Research linacs 
varv from very high-energv machines, such as the 
one at SLAC,12 to high nutv-cvcle machines, 
such as the one at the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology.13 Innustrial linacs generally 
are similar to medical linacs except for high
current short-pulse machines, such as the 
EG&G/DOE electron linac. 14 Most research 
linacs employ TW structures,whereas a large 
fraction of the industrial and medical 1inacs 
emplov SW structures. 

TW Structures 

Disk-loaded waveguines are usen for the 
ma;oritv of pulsed electron linacs in opera
tion. The accelerating sections are either 
constant-gradient or constant-impenance struc
tures,with an rf load at the end to ahsorh 
unused rf power. Design information, choices 
and operating performance can he found in 
Refs. 12 and 15. Improvements to the width of 
the output energy spectrum have been made on 
several 1inacs by employing energy compression 
systems. In a short-pulse, high-current linac, 
300-A peak current in the micropulse has heen 
accelerated. 16 Recently Loew et al. 17 have 
shown how properties of TW structures can be 
calculated using the computer program 
SUPERFISH.18 . 

Improvements to TW sections and the con
sideration of TW sections in future machine 
studies continue. The design of a pion radio
therapv linac using TW structures based on SLAC 
sections or redesigned SLAC sections was des
cribed by Loew et al. 19 An innovative addi
tion7 to the SLAC acceleratinq structures, 
shown in Fig. 1, was associated with a desire to 
increase the output energy in an economical 
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Fig. 1. View of second SLED prototype 
installation in klystron gallery. 

manner. Peak rf fields are increased at the 
expense of rf pulse-length, by using resonant 
cavities that store rf energy during the first 
part of the pulse. This energy is discharged 
quickly to the structure at the end of the pulse. 

SW Structures 

Considerable development work on rf struc
tures in the 1960s led to the optimization20 
of an SW cavity geometry. At the same time, 
advantages associated with operating an SW 
structure in the n/2 mane were explained. 8 
Optimization of the geometry led to improved rf 
efficiency, and n/2 mode-operation led to inher
ently more stable structures, that could be 
fabricated with reduced tolerances. The degree 
of structure stabilization is related directly 
to the intercavity coupling constant; hence, the 
desire to increase this coupling constant, and 
the resultant disk-and-washer structure. 10 

Recently21 it has been shown that the disk
and-washer geometry not only has a high co~pling 

Fig. 2. Isometric view of side-coupled 
structure used on LAMPF. 

constant,but also has a higher rf efficiencY 
than the shaped cavities developed for the 
Clinton P. Anderson Meson Phvsics Facility 
(LAMPF) .22 

The LAMPF accelerator is the only pulsed 
proton linac operating with partic l e betas i n 
excess of 0. 6. A cross-sectional view of a 
typical side-coupled structure adapted for the 
higher energy portion of LAMPF is shown in 
Fig. 2. Similar structu~es are being used in 
medical and industrial linacs throughout the 
world. Work on a USSR meson facilitv23 continues 
with s tudies of the disk-and-washer 
structure for the high-energy portion of the 
proton linac. Electric fields of 4 MV/m were 
reported 23 to haye been attained at 991 MHz. 

Knapp and Swenson24 described design 
parameters for a pion radiotherapy machine, 
based on accelerating protons with an SW linac. 
Stoval1 25 presented a recent project review 
covering in;ector status and revised parameters. 

A cw,or 100% dutv cycle,4-MeV electron 
linac has been in operation at Chalk River 
Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL) since 1.972. The 
two-section 805-MHz linac operates routinely 
with an average on-axis accelerating gradient of 
0.9 MeV/m, the limit being imposed bv available 
rf power. Recent progress, reported in Refs. 26 
and 27, included design details for an on-axis 
coupled structure that will be added to the 
linac. An industrial proposal, based on this 
work, for radiation processing of bulk waste was 
reported by Fraser.28 The on-axis coupled 
structure discussed in Refs. 27 and 28 will be 
used for the Mainz ~microtron.79 

vaguine30 has described a novel way of 
interlacing a side-coupled structure and 
reported acceleratinq gradients of 40 MeV/m for 
a 3-GHz,10-em structure. Similar accelerating 
gradients should be attainable with the 
disk-ann-washer structure, but with a higher rf 
efficiencY. 
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TABLE I 

COMPARISON OF LAMPF SHAPED CAVITY, DISK-AND-WASHER CAVITY 
AND A SCALED SLAC CAVITY (S = 1.0, 1350 MHz) 

NORMALIZED TO I-MV/m AVERAGE ON-AXIAL ELECTRIC FIELD 

OpNating moile 

Quality factor, Q 

Z (MSi/m) 

Zeff (M\2/m) 

Transit time factor, T 

Storec1 energv in SA/2 
structure length (joules) 

E on surface (MV/m) max 
Group velocity, Vg/c 

Outer ra~ius (em) 

Beam-bore hole radius (em) 

Fill time (lls) 

LAMPF Shapec1 
Cavity 

TT/2 

25,7<;4 

lOIi.7 

~9.< 

0.806 

0.003? 

4.1 

0.0<; 

8.343 a 

1.1 

1;.8
h 

Disk-and-Washer 
Cavity 

TT/2 

li3,li7l 

137.1 

'10.6 

0.813 

0.0061 

4.0 

0.5 

1(;.84 

1.1 

16.qb 

SLAC 
Cavity 

2TI/l 

20,1?4 

38.8 

26.4 

0.0068 

/.8 

0.0122 

8.73t; 

?391 

0.1 for 1 m 
of structure 

aApplicrihle to an on-axis couplen structure, however it ~oes not inclune 
space occupied by off-axis couplers such as for the sic1e-coupled structure. 

bAssuming unit coupling factor anc1 25% overdrive power. 

TW and SW Structure Comparison 

A comparison between the LAMPF shapen 
cavity, a disk-ann-washer cavitv anc1 a scalen 
SLAC cavity (see p.129, Ref. 12) is given in 
Table I. Effective shunt impedance, Zeff or 
ZT2, is two- to- three times higher for the SW 
structures, meaning thev convert rf power to 
useful beam power more efficientlv. 

The disk-anc1-washer structure qualitv fac
tor, Q, is the largest of the three. Surface 
fields are higher on the SW structures, asso
ciated with the c1rift-tube nose, near the beam 
axis. Group velocities are much higher in the 
disk-ann-washer structu~e,implying that energv 
can be propagate~ down the structure quicklv, an 
important feature for heavily beam-loac1e~ struc
tures such as in storage rings. The TW struc
ture's outer diameter is smaller than that of 
the disk-and-washer cavity, hut only slightly 
larger than the LAMPF shapec1 cavity. If space 
is important, an on-axis couplec1 SW structure 
would be a good choice. 

A distinct ac1vantage for the TW structure 
accelerator is the short fill time. This can he 
important for pulsed svstems which provide limited 

pulse length from the rf source, ann a limitec1 
gun current. For very high duty cycles this 
advantage disappears, because the SW structure 

can he operatec1 cw,with risetime heing important 
onlv when the structure is first turnec1 on. 
This is true especiallv when the time hetween rf 
pulses is less than several times the SW struc
ture fill time: complex anc1 expensive pulsen 
moc1ulators can he eliminate~. Another advantage 
of the TW structure is that an isolator or cir
culator is not requirec1 hetween the structure 
and the rf source. 

Storage Ring Structures 

The PEP, SPEAR and PETRA storage rings all 
employ similar accelerating structures31 - 34 , 
five-cavitv SW structures shown in Fig. 1,that 
are coupled together hv slots in the common 
cavitv wall, and operate in the TI mode. The 
PETRA cavities are mac1e from copper,whereas the 
PEP and SPEAR cavities are mac1e from aluminum, 
with a laver of titanium nitride c1epositec1 on 
the surface to inhihit mu1tipactoring. Tuners 
in the end cavities appear anequate to compen
sate for c1etuning effects. 

An improvement to these stannarc1 five-cell 
TI-mode cavities has been unc1er stuc1y 1<; at 
CERN. Increases in 0 anc1 energy gain are 
expected to result from the ac1c1ition of a spher
ical storage cavity to the accelerating struc
ture. Wilson 36 has c1escribec1 a methon to 
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Fig. 3. Isometric drawing of five-cell accel
erating cavity operated in the TI -mode. 

reduce rf power requirements for future accel
erating structures of large storage rinqs by 
introducing pulsed rf systems with TW structures. 

Another structure with many interesting 
properties for storage rings has been nescribed 
by Sundelin et al. 37 It is a parallel-coupled 
structure, similar to a series of manifolded 
resonant cavities that are coupled only to the 
manifold. A nine-cavity disk-and-washer struc
ture is being considered for the proton storage 
ring to be added to LAMPF. 

Superconducting Structures 

During the past decade much has been 
learned about cavity profiles, materials, fabri
cation techniques and one-point multipactoring. 
Significant workl - 5 continues, and structures 
may be built to operate with high accelerating 
gradients in the future. Presently, limitations 
appear to be in the 3-MeV/m region. Field emis
sion and multipactoring can drive a structure 
normal, if intense enough , and can rlrive other cavity 
modes and cause unwanted fr equency shifts. 

Multipass high-quality beams through the 
same accelerating structure have been routinely 
delivered l ,5 with dutv factors up to 100%, 
demonstrating structure suitabilitv. 

The Disk-and-Washer Structure 

Compared to the LAMPF shaped cavity, the 
disk-and-washer cavity has many advantages: 
higher coupling constant (less sensitive to 
assembly and fabrication errors, better power 
flow, longer structures can be built): more open 
structure (better vacuum conductance, more and 
varied assembly techniques): all coaxial struc
ture (easier to assemble): higher quality factor 
(more stored energy available for heavily beam -
loaded systems): higher effective shunt imped
ance (more efficient structure that is more 

Fig. 4. Illustration of the disk-and-washer 
geometry showing symbols used to define 
the various dimensions. 

economical t o opera t e and t o r emove heat) ; a means 
to Q-spoil higher order modes. References 21, 
18-40 contain ~ecent information reqardinq char
acteristics, design data and assembly of the 
disk-ann-washer. structure. The followinq nis
cuss ion will review some of this material and 
present some new information. 

Geometrical Choices 

The disk-ann-washer cavity shown in Fig. 4 
has an extra negree of freedom compared to the 
LAMPF shaped cavity, giving the designer more 
flexibilitv in nimensional choices. Once the 
optimized gap, g, and optimized disk thickness, 
to ', have been determined, the choice of outer 
radius , Re, can be made based on dimensions 
of availahle material. Required f,equencies for 
the TI /2 accelerating mode, TI/ 2A, and the TI/ 2 
coupling mode, TI/2C, are satisfied bv adiusting 
the washer radius, Rw, and the disk radius, 
RD. Figure 5 shows ZT 2 as a function of 
Re for four particle betas, f r om 0 . 4 to 1. 0, as 
determined by SUPERFISH. These curves applv to 
geometries without a bulb at the outer extremitv 
of the washer: i.e., tR = tWo Maximum ZT 2 
values are 115, 81, 59 and 34 Mrl/m for particle 
hetas 1.0, 0.8, 0.6, and 0.4, respectivelv. 
These values should be compared to 69, 65, 57, 
and 39 ~/m for an equivalent LAMPF shaped 
cavity. Because coupling slot and coupling 
cavitv rf losses are included in calculations 
for the disk-and-washer structure, agreement 
between experimental and calculated values will 
be much hetter than for LAMPF shaped cavities. 
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TABLE II 

PARAMETERS FOR THE DISK~D-WASHER STRllCTlIRE (1. 15 CHz) 
AS A FUNCTION OF THE OUTER RADIUS, He (s = 1. 0, to = 2.6<; em, Sv= 

RN = 0.25 em, RR = 0, e 

Rc(em} Ro(em} ~(em) ZT/ (Mr::/m) T 

10.84 7.50 10.06 49.83 0.812 

11 .84 8.96 9.50 66.71 0.813 

12.84 10.25 9.10 74.88 0.813 

13.84 11. 4~ 8.93 80.14 0.813 

14.84 12.63 8.84 84.25 0.8l3 

15.84 13.77 8.78 87.70 0.813 

16.84 14.90 8.73 90.61 0.813 

17.84 16.01 8.70 92.69 0.814 

18.84 17.10 8.67 'l5.06 0.813 

19.84 18.19 8.6<; 96.86 0.813 

A restriction (other than the obvious one 
associated with structure weight and size) in 
the outer radius, He, for long structures is 
related to preventing mode overlapping with the 
TI/2A mode. The mode dispersion curve begins to 
turn over at large He with many of the mode 
frequencies hetween the TI/2A and the TI mode 
being very close to the TI/2A mode frequency. 
This overlap is associated with increasing 
second-neighbor coupling as the space hetween 
the washer ana disk increases. At 1350 MHz, 
interference from this overlapping can be pre
vented bv restricting He to less than 17 em. 
This restriction also ensures that the TI/2A mode 
group velocity remains large. 

Figure 5 shows that a constant He can be 
chosen for all beta, simplifying material pro
curement and some assembly and fabrication 
steps. Viewed externallv the high-energy por
tion of a proton machine employing disk-and
washer cavities would be identical in outer 
dimensions, making supports and alignment fix
tures interchangeable except for the different 
section lengths. Figure 6 gives dimensions for 
radii of the washers and disks for betas from 
0.4 to 1.0 as a function of the outer radius 
Rc. Selecting an outer radius larger than 
15.5 em for S = 0.4 (14.5 em for S = 0.6) at 
1350 MHz permits a consideration of different 
assembly methods because the washer will always 
be smaller in diameter than the disk. Vacuum 
conductance is also improved for this choice. 

Table II lists parameters for a S = 1.0 
disk-and-washer cavity as a function of the 
outer radius. Optimized g and optimized to 
have been used for the calculations while Rw 
and RO were altered to ensure that frequencies 
for the TI/2A and TIj2C modes were both 1350 _MHz. 

.Q 

22369 

32215 

40170 

46962 

53033 

58 <;77 

631"71 

683<;5 

72746 

76827 

tR = 0.3<; em, I1I = 1.1 em, 

= 300 , L = <;.<;<;<; em) 

E on Surface % Power on Metal Walls max 
(MV/m) Cy1in"ler Oisk Washer 

4.02 6.7 11i.1 <;7.2 

1.'l8 2.4 12.7 64.'l 

1.97 1.<; 79.1 "'l.4 

1.97 1.1 7<;.9 72 .8 

1.'l7 1.7 21. ;> 75.6 

1.'l7 1.2 20.9 77 .9 

3. 'l6 1.2 18.0 70.'l 

i.94 1. ? 17.3 81 .5 

i.'ll; 1.2 15.'l 82.'l 

3.96 1.2 14.1; 84.2 

As expected, Z'1'2, 0 and the percent power on 
the washer increase as He increases. Although 
percent power on the washer increases as He 
increases, the amount of power deposited on the 
washer decreases slightly hecause ZT2 is 
increasing. Ohviously, heat has to be removed 
from the washer and the washer has to he sup
ported in some manner. Washer supports can be 

100 

90 

BO 

~ 70 
--€. 
~ 
~ 60 -

C\I 50 
t-
N 

40 

30 

f3 = 1.0 

f3 = 0.8 

f3 = 0.4 

20L-~10~~12~~14~~16=-~I~B~~2~0~~2~2 

RC. Maximum Outer Radius (em) 

Fig. 5. Effective shunt impedance, ZT2 , of 
the 1.35 GHz disk-and-washer geometry 
as a function of the outer cylinder 
raMus, He, for hetas from 0.4 to l. O. 
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/3= 10 

Washer 
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(RW) 

6L-1~0~~12~~14~~16~~18~~2~0~~2~2 

RC, Maximum Outer Radius (em) 

Fig.~. Radii of the disk-and-washer associated 
with Fig. 5 versus the outer cylinder 
radius, Re for betas from 0.4 to 1.0. 

of many types: several radial support stems made 
of hollow rod connecting the washer to the outer 
radius in the plane of the washer, several 
cylindrical hollow rods passing through the 
washers near the rf voltage minimum and tra
versing the length of the structure,or several 
T-shaped supports made of hollow rod connecting 
washers to ad;acent disks, to list a few. 

Recently it was determined experimentally, 
and by simulation calculations, that the radial 
support stem length should be close to \/4. At 
the time of writing, measurements continue in 
the laboratory; preliminary results are 
reported 40 elsewhere in the conference pro
ceedings. The effect this restriction has on 
ZT2 is illustrated in Fig. 7. The gap, g, has 
to be adjusted to obtain the desired TI/2A fre
quency, unlike procedures descrihed above. 
Maximum ZT2 for B = 1.0, 0.8, O.h and 0.4 are 
83, 74, 58, and 34 M~/m, respectively; values 
larger than an equivalent LAMPP shaped cavity. 
For PIGMI24, Pion Generator fo~ Medical Irra
diation, which requires accelerating structures 
with betas from 0.5 to 0.8, a common outer 
radius of 15.75 em could be selected. with this 
geometry, the washer radius for all heta is con
stant (because the outer radius is constant) , 
further simplifying fabrication procedures. 

A bulb on the washer extremitv is necessary 
for mounting radial support stems. Figure 8 
shows results of calculations associated with 
determining the size and shape of the washer 
bulb. As expected, to have the highest Z~2, 
the angle 8 2 from the washer web to the bulh 
and the width, t R, of the bulh should be as 
small as possible. ZT2 is given as a function 
of the gap between the disk and the washer bulb 
for angles 8 2 from 20° to 75°. 

Three methods to support washers that 
should not result in field tilts along the 

100 

90 

80 

70 

~60 
E 
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:;E 
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l-
N 

30 

20 

10 
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Fig. 7. 

E 
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Fig. 8. 

RC I Maximum Outer Radius (em) 

Effective shunt impedance, ZT2 , of 
the 1.15 GHz disk-and-washer geometry 
as a function of the outer cylinder 
radius, Re, for hetas from 0.4 
to 1.0; The stem length or the 
difference between Re and Rw, the 
washer radius, is kept constant at \/4. 

(3=0.6 
,\0 BULB 

58 

57 

56 

55 

54 

53 "- 82 = 75° 

52 

.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 

Effective shunt impedance, ZT?, of 
the 1.35 GHz, B = O.h,disk-and-washer 
geometrv as a function of the gap 

I)etween the disk and the washer hulh 
for different bulb angles. 
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(a) Four radial supports per washer rotated by 
45 0 from washer to washer. 

(b) Four longitudinal supports running the 
length of the structure. 

(c) Two T-shaped supports between each washer 
that are rotated by 900 between adjacent 
gaps. 

(d) Coaxial coupler excited in TEM-like mode, 
employing radial supports and intercon
necting adjacent accelerating sections. 

Fig. 9. Disk-and-washer structure illustrating 
various support methods. 

length of the structure are shown in Ftg. 9. 
Field tilt should not occur because washer sup
ports are synunetrical about the washer plane, 
keeping coupling constants similar along the 
length of the structure. Figures 9a, qh and qc 
show, respectively, a five-cavity structure 
terminated in full cells with four radial sup
ports per washer rotated by 450 from washer-tor 
washer, with four supports running the length of 
the structure and with two ~supports between 
adiacent washers that are rotated by 900 from 
gap- to-gap. Coupling to an rf drive can he 
accomplisbed at the end wall, where magnetic 
fields are maximum. Figure 9d shows a coaxial 
coupler that connects adjacent sections excited 
in a TEH-likEl mode. The coaxial coup ler41 also 
serves as the means of coupling to an external rf 
drive and provides space for beam rliagnostics or 
handling with connections via the radial stems 
that support the inner evlinder. 

Minimal tuning should he required for the 
structure. If needed, the 1T /2A-mode frequenev 
can be arliusted hv changing g, while tbe 1T/2C 
mode frequencv can be adiusted hy chanqing RD. 
Frequenev sensitivities for the different pa~ts 
of the disk-and-washer geometrv are qiven in 
Ref. 21. Reference 18 describes a method to 
fahricate the structure in l-m sections rather 
than hv the usual sinqle or half-cavitv method. 
Copper-plated steel disks anrl copper washers 
with copper-plated steel radial support stems 
are iigged and mounterl in a copper-plated steel 
outer evlinder with hrazing material located as 
required. Eiqht longitudinal coolinq channels 
are mounted on the outer wall to match locations 

120 

100 -E 
'- 80 c: 
~ -C\I 60 
l-
N 

40 

20 \..... R
H

= 4.4 em 

0 
.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 

giL 
Fig. 10. Effective shunt impedance, ~T2, of 

the 1.3S GHz , S = 1.0, disk-and
washer qeometrv as a function of the 
q/L ratio for rlifferent he am bore hole 
racHi, Rw 
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TABLE III 

PARAMETERS FOR THE DISK-AND-WASHER STRllCTTTRE (1. 35 CHz) AS A FUNCTION OF THE 1'/1, RATIO 

(13= 1.0, RC = 16.84 em, tD = 2.65 em, ~ = tR = O.lS em, 

~ = 0.25 em, ~ = 0, 8= 300
, L = 5.5<;5 em) 

~(em) 

Emax on 
Surface 

(MV/m) 

Fu 11 Cavi tv 

Power to 
Metal Walls 

(Watts) 

Storen 
Energv 

(Joules) T 

RH = 0.5'i em 

0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 

0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 

15.05 
15.00 
14.'l4 
14.90 
14.87 
14.85 
14.83 

15.11 
15.05 
14.99 
14.93 
14.89 
14.86 
14.84 

6.37 
7.13 
7.89 
8.5S 
9.06 
9.40 
9.57 

6.25 
6.91 
7.58 
8.25 
8.83 
9.33 
9.53 

60.97 
85.29 
'l6.30 

104.61 
105.09 

96.07 
85.09 

41. 82 
58.15 
72.88 
85.31 
90.80 
88.54 
80.75 

0.971 
0.946 
0.908 
0.864 
0.812 
0.7fi2 
0.714 

0.953 
0.928 
0.894 
0.851 
0.805 
0.757 
0.721 

44470 
51372 
52'l48 
60637 
68477 
74487 
77727 

46523 
47804 
51381 
57461 
65105 
72046 
76861 

8.7 
6.4 
'i.8 
4.6 
4.2 
3.3 
7.6 

8.4 
6.1 
5.? 
4.S 
3.8 
3.2 
2.7 

1718.1 
llfi') .5 

'l51. 7 
7'13.4 
I';'l6.4 
670.7 
665.7 

2414.2 
1645.0 
1218.7 

941.3 
791. 8 
719.7 
715.6 

0.009008 
0.0070'i'l 
0.00S<)41 
0.005(;72 
0.0051'72 
0.00588'l 
0.006100 

0.013240 
0.009274 
0.007382 
0.006390 
0.006078 
0.006U7 
0.006484 

0.95'1 
0.'113 
0.841 
0.762 
0.676 
0.60<) 
0.%6 

O. <)51 
0.,,12 
0.857 
0.787 
0.714 
0.647 
0.603 

RH =2.2em 

0.2 15.20 
0.3 15.13 
0.4 15.06 
0.5 14.99 
0.6 14.92 
0.7 14.88 
0.8 14.84 
0.937 14.82 

6.64 
7.09 
7.57 
8.12 
8.65 
9.14 
9.51 
9.78 

19.06 
33.54 
41.95 
54.12 
62.37 
66.62 
65.44 
58.98 

0.895 
0.875 
0.849 
0.820 
0.789 
0.762 
0.744 
0.741 

50450 
51042 
52710 
56369 
62142 
69246 
75693 
80060 

8.2 
6.1 
5.1 
4.1 
3.9 
3.3 
1.0 
2.2 

3851.0 
2536.8 
1823.8 
137<).1 
110<).0 

91i8.7 
'l40.8 

1035.1 

0.022916 
0.01526<; 
0.011333 
0.009165 
0.008125 
0.007<)08 
0.008396 
0.009770 

O.'lOfi 
0.876 
0.835 
0.787 
0.715 
0.690 
0.6(; ? 
0.662 

RH =4.4em 

0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.937 

15.32 
15.25 
15.16 
15.06 
14.97 
14.90 
14.84 
14.80 

8.23 
8.48 
8.71 
8.98 
9.29 
9.67 

10.05 
10.47 

9.45 
14.10 
18.89 
23.76 
28.54 
32.71 
35.16 
33.99 

0.815 
0.809 
0.801 
0.793 
0.785 
0.779 
0.775 
0.774 

')0953 
53?l5 
55372 
5834'l 
62645 
68616 
75693 
8201'l 

of the radial support stems. Brazing tests 
based on this fabrication procenure are underway 
at LASL. 

Gap Optimization and Storad Energy 

The effect of changing the gap, g, on 
structure efficiency is shown in Fig. 10 for 
different beam bore holes, RH, for S = 1.0, 
1350 MHz disk-and-washer cavitY,with 16.84-em 
outer radius. As Rs increases,the optimum 
value of g increases and maximum ZT/ decreases. 

7.3 
5.9 
4.8 
4.4 
3.'l 
3.8 
3.6 
3.3 

7810.8 
5154.2 
3775.4 
2'l40.4 
23'l'l.8 
2059.2 
18'15.6 
19<;9.8 

0.046918 
0.032311 
0.024646 
0.020222 
0.017717 
0.016658 
0.016'114 
0.018952 

0.800 
0.789 
0.775 
0.7'i9 
0.744 
0.732 
0.725 
0.725 

For an extremelv large hore hole, RH = 4.4 em, 
the drift-tube nose on the washer is almost 
eliminaten for maximum ZT2. For maximum 
efficiency, heam hore-hole ranius shouln he as 
small as possihle consistent with actual 
particle beam size, heam spill that can he 
toleraten and errors in alignment or transmittal 
of the heam. 

'{'ahle III summarizes calculaten results for 
the 13 = 1.0, Rc = 16.84 em, 1.350 MHz disk-and
washer geometry for changes in g ann RH. '{'he 
table is useful in designing cavities for 
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structures accelerating high-current beams where 
stored energy is an important quanti tv. O~e 
method to design cavities is to maximize the 
stored energy, S, associated with the electric 
fields in the beam bore-hole relative to the 
particle energy gain, AE; i.e., ST/(~E)2 is 
maximized,where T is a transit time factor 
related to the stored energy availahle to the 
beam as it traverses the cavity: 

L a 

(~n r f f [I (z,r)cos drdz 

.j, [) 

T -------
T, a 

f f r:(z,r)2drdz 

-I, [) 

where 

E(z,r) the electric field at position (z,r) 
2 L the cavi tv length, and 
a the radius within the beam bore-hole 

over which stored energv is considered. 

At the same time the power, P, dissipated as rf 
losses in the cavity walls to provide the energy 
gain, should be minimized; i. e., (hE);; /1' should 
be maximized. Combining the two effects gives 
ST/F, which when multiplied hy 2nf gives a qual
ity factor, QB, related to "a", the beam bore
hole size considered. Thus, QBT should be max
imized. Figure 11 presents the quality factor 
as a function of the gap for different beam 
bore-holes and radii (indicated in the paren
thesis) within the range of RH over which the 
stored energy was calculated. Values for T 

reported in Table III are for pencil-beam 
volumes along the beam axis. Work is underway 
at present to determine transit time factors 
which consider the entire volume. Sample cal
Clliations have shown that this T, and the one 
that considers the entire volume, scale 
linearly. 

Using T ill approximate calculations to 
maximize OsT has demonstrated that the optimum 
giL ratio for B = 1.0, He = 16.84 em, 1350-MHz 
disk-and-washer cavities with RH values of 
0.55, 1.1, 2.2 and 4.4 em are 0.2, 0.4, 0.66, 
and 0.84, respectively. This should be compared 
with optimum giL ratios of 0.55, 0.59, 0.73, and 
0.84, respectively, to maximize ZT2. Measure
ments bv Koontz et al. 42 with intense single 
pulses traversing a TW accelerator demonstrated 
that the beam size should not be used in con
sidering the stored energv available to the 
beam. The radius "a" should be close to the 
size of the rf structure beam's bore-hole. A 
16.84-cm outer radius, 1350-MHz disk-and-washer 
cavity with a 2.2-cm bore-hole radius has a Qs 
of 8800. This is two times larger than an 
equivalent scaled SLAC cavity with a 2.4-cm bore
hole radius, that has a Os of 4200. The Os's 
for a l.l-cm beam bore-hole radius, 16.84-em 
outer radius disk-and-washer cavitV,and a 
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Fig. 11. Beam quality factor, 0B' of the 1 .j~ 
GHz, B = 1.O,disk-and-washer geometry 
as a function of giL for different 
he am hore hole radii, RH and for 
di fferent radii (in parenthesis) used 
to determine availahle stored energy. 

T~PF shaped cavity are 1800 and 2800, respec
tivelv, indicating an advantage for the disk
and-washer geometry. 

Other Properties 

Operation of a disk-and-washer structure as 
a "harmonic accelerator" is discussed in 
Ref. 21. Combining the fundamental frequency 
and its first harmonic frequency with proper 
relative amplitude and phase can make the rf 
wave during transit of the beam bunch more 
linear, reducing transverse beam emittance 
growth. Reference 21 also describes different 
termination methods and a means to design a 
graded-beta structure from disk-and-washer 
cavities. 

Higher-order modes can be C)-spoiled bv 
factors from 2 to 7, by fahricating the outer 
cylinder from 304 stainless steel; at the same 
time the worst case would be only a 6% loss in 0 
for the 11 12A mode. 

Conclusions and Summary 

Manv TW and SW structures are accelerating 
charged particle beams to very high velocities. 
Each has properties peculiar to the appli
cation. Choices were made to optimize accel
erator performance based on specific criteria. 
Traveling-wave accelerators offer an advantage 
of fast fill time but are very inefficient con
verters of rf power to beam power when compared 
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to SW structures, ~articularly when compared to 
the disk-ann-washer structure. Improvements in 
ZT2 of TW accelerators could he realized by 
shaping the cavities, in particular,bv anding 
drift-tube noses. For this geometry the usual 
iris coupling scheme would have to be replacen 
by some other method,such as slot couplers. 

It is hoped that developments in super
conducting structure technology will continue to 
result in improven performance. Significant 
breakthroughs in the unnerstanding of phenomena 
that limit accelerating gradients have heen 
made. For very heavilv beam-loaded systems 
where most of the installed rf power is asso
ciated with beam power requirements, it is not 
clear that superconducting linacs offer a signi
ficant advantage over room-temperature linacs, 
unless accelerating gradients are vt 'V high, 
reSUlting in cooling limitations for a room
temperature structure. 

As an accelerating structure the disk-and
washer geometry offers many advantages: high 
coupling, good vacuum conductance, high rf effi
ciency, high quality factor and ease of fabrica
tion. Measurements now in progress will demon
strate the performance of experimental svstems. 
Experience in the USSR shows that experimental 
characteristics are very close to calculated 
parameters. The disk-and-washer structure also 
offers significant advantages for applications 
when the stored energy in the rf accelerating 
fields available to the beam has to be maximized. 
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Discussion 

Miller, SLAC: First, I just would like to make a 
quick comment that actually the two people who are 
most knowledgeable about SLED are here from SLAC -
David Farkas and Harry Hogg. David Farkas was 
actually the person ,",!co originated the idea, and 
Harry and Dave have both worked on the project. 
My question is: I presume when you said that 
there might be advantages in the superconducting 
structure where you need very high gradient, you 
are making an assumption that indeed one learns 
how to support high gradients in superconducting 
structures. 

Schriber: That's right. You have to get higher 
than 3 MeV/m obviously. But it is hoped that in 
the future they can get higher gradients. 

Hagerman, LASL: Could you summarize how much high 
power testing there has been on the various support 
schemes for the disk and washer structure? 

Schriber: The only high power tests on different 
support schemes are high power tests at RTI with 
something close to "L" supports. Each washer is 
connected to an adjacent disk. The RTI group, 
fuldreev and Fedotov, measured about 95% of theor
etical ZT2. At LASL we are presently doing low 
power measurements on S = 0.6 and S = 1.0 cavities. 
As I said, the S = 0.6 results look very good, 
but there are Some things we do not understand 
about the results with the S = 1.0 cavities. 

Farkas, SLAC: You said that the group velocity of 
the disk and washer structure is about fifty times 
greater than the others. That is not an unmixed 
blessing because you need very long structures or 
you need extremely high power sources for travel
ing wave structures. Also, when you compared the 
efficiency of the SLAC structure to the other 
structure, the SLAC structure was not optimized to 
maximum efficiency. It was optimized to give you 
the highest gradient at 10% loading. 

Schriber: To answer your first question, I showed 
ways of putting rf drives in various locations and 
these coaxial couplers can be placed at appropriate 
locations all the way down the system. The struc
ture is still one completely rf-coupled system. 
The structure is a standing wave structure. And 
with regards to the second comment, I have done 
quite a number of calculations on different types 
of geometries for traveling wave cavities and 
looked at different ones that have been reported 
by SLAC. One still observes the difference of 
about a factor of 2 or 3 in efficiency in favor of 
the disk-and-washer cavity. The reason is associ
ated with a drift tube nose close to the axis for 
the standing wave structure. With a disk loaded 
wave guide you just have the disk thickness. 

Jameson, LASL: Comment: During the next two 
years under the PIGMI Program at LASL, disk and 
washer structures will be tested at high power. 
A number of sections, a few cells long, will be 
fabricated to test construction techniques and 
scaling relations. A full power section of 15-20 

cells will then be tested (without beam). 

Schriber: There is also planned some high power 
measurements at 2388 MHz. That should be done 
in the next few years. 
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